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Our Office

Local Advice Clinics:

Ballymun Community Law Centre
Unit 1A Shangan Neighbourhood Centre,
Shangan Road,

•

Ballymun,

Local Employment Office
First Tuesday of every month:
Shopping Centre
10am - 12 noon

Dublin 9
Tel: (01) 862 58 05
Fax: (01) 862 58 00
Email:
OUR

info@bclc.ie
VALUES

•

Website: www.bclc.ie

Ballymun Library
Second Tuesday of every month
Ballymun Road

Opening Hours

10am - 12 noon

Monday to Friday:
9am - 1pm
2pm - 5pm

CONTACT US
•

Poppintree Sports Centre
Third Tuesday of every month:
Poppintree
10am - 12 noon

•

Ballymun Child and Family Resource Centre
Fourth Tuesday of every month
Shangan Green, Ballymun, Dublin 9
10am - 12 noon
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Chair 			
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Treasurer		

Olivia Smith

			Fiona Gallagher
			Pat Gilheaney
			Catherine Hickey
			Frank Murphy
			

Karl Murphy

Staff

Christina Beresford

Legal Executive - Full time Job Initiative programme

Sonya Keniry		

Project Officer - 3 days a week

Mikayla Sherlock

Managing Solicitor - Full time

Trish Flynn		

Company Secretary and Finance and Administration Manager – 2 days a week
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Chairperson’s Report
2014 has been an eventful time for Ballymun

2014 has seen some changes in our funding

Community Law Centre.

environment, with the handing over of responsibility
for the Social Regeneration Programme for Ballymun

During 2014, our Legal Services Programme

to Dublin City Council.We are delighted to be housed

continued to represent clients in a variety of civil law

in Shangan Neighbourhood Centre and this continues

cases and to provide legal information and advice to

to be an indication of Dublin City Council’s continued

local people and organisations.

support for us and their recognition of the role of the
Law Centre in assisting local people to access their

Housing queries were consistently high with previous

rights, as well as knowledge about the law. We are now

years and our new Family Law and Advice clinic

very well settled into our new premises, with some

has been getting busier all the time, with clients

changes made to the layout of the building to better

presenting with a broad range of family law queries,

reflect our needs in terms of training and mediation,

and having a demonstrably high satisfaction rating

and indeed to accommodate our volunteers who are so

from the service.

important to the work of the centre.

A diverse range of seminars and courses was

I would like to sincerely acknowledge the very

delivered by BCLC during 2014. Our Legal Education

important financial support of the Law Society of

programme is, as always, dependant on the many

Ireland which has again enabled us to continue to

legal and educational professionals who so generously

deliver and grow our services.

gave freely of their time and expertise to assist us
with the Programme, including the Law Club.

We remain grateful to the Bar Council of Ireland
for their continued support through the Voluntary

Our Mediation Programme has continued to be

Assistance Scheme, and to FLAC for their on-going

developed with the continuation of our volunteer led

support in the development of Community Law Centres

family mediation service. Our peer mediation service

in Ireland. We also extend our thanks to our team of

continued in the primary and secondary schools in

volunteer mediators, who continue to work here in

Ballymun with service also provided to areas adjacent

the centre and in the courts, with families and with

to Ballymun including Margaret Aylward School. We

community members in resolving disputes.

also trained a number of new mediators in basic
mediation skills in 2014 and our Courts Mediation

In 2014 we said goodbye to our administrator, legal

Service was very successful.

assistant and translator Aneta Szczurek, who has
moved onto bigger and greater things with a law firm in

As always we have been fortunate to receive the

the city.

assistance and support of many organisations and
individuals who help us to provide the holistic and

I welcome onto the board our new director Karl Murphy.

integrated model of a Community Law Centre that

A big thanks also to all of our directors. To the staff

has consistently been our vision. As chairperson

team of BCLC, I would also like to express my thanks

I speak for my fellow directors and the staff of

to you, for your hard work and ongoing commitment to

the centre in expressing our gratitude to all of our

the community in Ballymun.

volunteers who give of their time and expertise so
freely and we look forward to the continuation of our
relationships with them.

Evelyn Hanlon
Chair
Ballymun Community Law Centre
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Ballymun Community Law Centre’s (BCLC) overarching priority is to improve access to justice for people in
Ballymun and to work for an inclusive society based on the principles of human rights, social justice and equality.

Our Mission
Ballymun Community Law Centre (BCLC) is an independent not-for profit community based organisation with a
core objective to ensure that access to justice is available to the people of Ballymun. The services BCLC provides
include information, advice, assistance, representation, education and mediation.

Our Purpose

VALUES
• OUR To
provide free legal advice, information and representation to the people of Ballymun.
•

To deliver an accessible legal education programme.

•

To offer mediation as an alternative solution to potential problems.

CONTACT US

Our Values

We are committed to work in a professional, responsive, respectful and timely manner for the benefit of the client
and the community.
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SOLICITOR’S
Legal
ServicesREPORT
Programme 2014
The main areas of civil law presenting to BCLC in 2014 were on Housing, Family and Social Welfare, Employment
and Tort issues. The chart below gives a quick overview of the change on the previous year. The statistics include
the number of discrete queries for which advice was provided.

Statistically, the number of people using the Legal

Centre may have closed down totally. Ballymun as

Service decreased slightly. However, as previously

a town has experienced a high level of reductions in

observed, the queries in 2014 were more complex and

services in 2014; many organisations have closed

there were issues which were resolved through staged

down, reduced capacity or have had to focus exclusively

follow up assistance without opening a file. Case Study

on maintaining core services or sourcing funding.

A below provides an example of such an intervention.
The combination of these factors along with the Law
Queries in the “Miscellaneous” category covered

Centre’s reduced resources and capacity has led to a

matters such as Company/Commercial, Nursing Home/

slight decrease in referrals and as a consequence a

Health/Medical issues, Capacity, Immigration and Tax

reduction in numbers availing of our services.

and Criminal type queries.
Excluding the Family Law Clinic which takes place in
The 2013 Miscellaneous queries were addressed in 2014

the office, 72% of the queries dealt with in 2014 were

through our provision of Law Talks and courses which

dealt with at our Outreach Clinics. With the sad closure

included Police Powers, Garda Powers, Guardianship,

of the Drop In Well Family Resource Centre towards the

Law & Children-recent developments and a course in

end of 2014, we needed to partner with an alternative

Mental Health Law.

organisation to service the surrounding neighbourhood
with an Outreach Clinic.

With the Law Centre move from Balbutcher Lane
in August 2013 it became clear in 2014 that many

Having explored potential suitable locations and

individuals and services in Ballymun thought the Law

appropriate hosting organisations and premises we
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identified the Ballymun Child & Family Resource Centre

We have added two new categories within the

as a strong partner with which we could collaborate.

Housing queries which reflect discrete groups and

We look forward to building good links with the

unique legal issues. The additional groups are “Rental

community in collaboration with the BCFRC.

Accommodation Scheme” which deals with the semi
private – semi local authority status of tenancies within

The analysis of Housing queries shows that Local

this system and a “Landlord” category for those renting

Authority tenants still form the majority of those with

out property as distinct from Home Owners, which

Housing queries followed by owner occupiers and then

category caters for those owing and living in their own

those seeking access to housing.

home.
The breakdown for 2014 appears as follows:

Case Study A
In 2014, through one of our Outreach Clinics we made contact with somebody who was participating on one of the
Department of Social Protection schemes and as such was working within a not-for-profit organisation. The worker
had received word that the scheme was to end within a 12 week period. BCLC was able to assist the worker
through a series of meetings, explaining the process, advising the worker on making a written request for the
decision with reasons to the host organisation and Department of Social Protection without any direct intervention
but in a supportive role which empowered the individual and gave them the structure and language necessary
to address the issue themselves in a legally competent and assertive manner. The worker was delighted to be
able to inform us that they had been successful and their place on the scheme was not terminated as it had been
indicated that it would be.
Case Study B
This case study is a good example of how sometimes legal intervention can have a positive effect in resolving
issues which are not on a course to Court. Of course we are acutely aware that sometimes it can have the opposite
affect and so the Mediation side of the service is a much valued addition to the Law Centre. In 2014, the Law
Centre was approached by an individual who instructed that the Sheriff was due to evict the family the following
day on request of the Local Authority Landlord for significant rent arrears. The Law Centre was able to draw
attention to certain unconsidered points in the tenants favour. We were then able to negotiate a reprieve for a
week for the tenant during which the tenant received legal advice and information. This enabled and encouraged
the client to take up referrals previous suggested but perhaps misunderstood. With the advice furnished, the
tenant was able to formulate evidence and make a good argument to have a significant amount of the arrears
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removed from the account. They also were able to understand the context and process of eviction. The time also
allowed other services and organisations to provide assistance and support which ultimately led to the family
keeping its home.

Case Study C
The current case study shows the overlap and complexity of the relationship between Housing, Social Welfare
and changing family situations in society. In 2014, we dealt with a separated spouse not living with their children
but being very involved and supporting the children. The various family members lived within the Ballymun
Regeneration Area, the client of the Law Centre having moved out of the Local Authority rented home to live with
relatives when the adults’ relationship broke down. The Law Centre client required access to housing adequate
to support and nurture the relationship with the minor child attending a local school. The client approached the
Law Centre when the Department of Social Welfare refused the client Rent Supplement. Legislation prevents the
payment of Rent Supplement within the Ballymun Regeneration Area save for very limited and narrow exceptions
which did not apply to this client. The difficulties faced by this client are not uncommon – firstly, nearly everyone
seeking support of the State to rent privately in Ballymun is refused.
Secondly, it is virtually impossible to find somewhere to live where rent supplement is accepted. If rent
supplement is accepted it is often necessary to enter into an under the counter arrangement to top up the Rent
Supplement because it is not at a sufficient level to cover market rent.
Thirdly, it is very difficult for parents not living with their children to be approved for an additional room on the
Rent Supplement Scheme to facilitate a normal family life with their child/children. Over the life of this file,
the Law Centre advised and supported this client in relation to the circumstances the client was experiencing.
Ultimately, through sheer determination, the client sourced private rented accommodation (just outside of the
Regeneration Area) where the Landlord was willing to accept Rent Supplement. While the accommodation and
vicinity was not of a good quality, the client felt it was acceptable for the short term and provided an additional
room within the Supplement rent limit for a parent and child. The client, in a difficult situation, needing to secure
something, accepted the tenancy and in the normal course then applied for Rent Supplement. On applying for
Rent Supplement the client was refused. The Law Centre requested a Review submitting detailed legal arguments
and identifying equality, administrative and social welfare law in support. The Review resulted in the client being
awarded an amount of Rent Supplement sufficient to continue the tenancy.
At the end of 2014 a significant number of files were closed opening up capacity to take on new additional files in
2015 in pursuance of the Centre’s strategic plan.
Files ranged from assisting with access to housing, sustaining homes, Freedom of Information requests, to
Equality Tribunal complaints, Social Welfare appeals, Judicial Review to Circuit Court actions and an Appeal waiting
for hearing in the Supreme Court transferred to the new Court of Appeal.
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Law Society of Ireland
We are also immensely grateful to the Law Society of Ireland and its members who have unfailingly supported us
over the past number of years through their practicing certificate contributions to Community Law Centres. This
funding has really made the difference between us staying open and closing our doors. We are also very grateful
to the Law Society for funding the practicing certificates of our solicitors.

Bar Council
BCLC is very thankful to the members of the Bar Council who continue to provide Pro Bono assistance by way
of legal and advocacy work and also educational support to the Law Centre. We referred a number of local
organisations to the Bar Council Voluntary Assistance Scheme (VAS) in 2014 for assistance and many members
gave generously of their time to contribute to our legal education program.

Collective Complaint
During 2014, FIDH lodged a Collective Complaint against Ireland with the European Social Committee under
the Revised European Social Charter. Ballymun Community Law Centre and a number of partners including Dr.
Padraic Kenna of NUI Galway, CAN (Community Action Network), The Irish Traveller Movement Independent Law
Centre and Dr. Rory Hearne of NUI Maynooth worked incredibly hard to collaboratively bring the Complaint on
Local Authority Housing to FIDH. A decision on whether the complaint is admissible will be made in 2015.
FIDH released a press release and articles appeared in the Irish Examiner and Evening Herald.
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Legal Education Programme 2014
Our Legal Education Programme for 2014 was managed by and in many cases also delivered by Mr. Frank Murphy
with assistance from Christina Beresford and also from administration staff. The generosity of the teachers,
speakers and presenters who gave so freely of their time to BCLC is also strongly acknowledged by us and adds
greatly to the diversity and richness of our programme. To follow is a brief summary of the year’s activities:

LUNCHTIME LAW TALKS
February
		

Guardianship

		

Donal O’Laoire, BL, and Yvonne Walsh, Solicitor, examined a recent High Court case in the area

		

of guardianship for a person in loco parentis.

		
		Relocation
		

Vaughan Buckley, BL, illustrated how the Irish courts deal with a situation where one parent 		

		

wants to move a child to another country, where the other parent does not consent.

		
		The District Court
		

Dr Caroline O’Nolan Adjunct Asst Professor in the School of Social Work in Trinity College, 		

		

presented court room based research unveiling the hidden decisions and processes at District 		

		

Court level in Ireland.

November
		Introduction to Housing and the Law
		

Sonya Keniry, Mikayla Sherlock, Frank Murphy

		
		

Homelessness

		

Professor Eoin O’Sullivan

		
		

Housing Rights

		

Dr. Padraic Kenna, NUIG

		
		

Equity Release Schemes

		

Neil Vaughan Buckley

December
		

Child Law

		

Catherine Cosgrave, Managing Solicitor of the Law Centre for Children and Young People outlined

		

the work of the new Law Centre for Children and Young People and Pól Ó Murchú, Solicitor, 		

		

who has been representing children in the legal system for many years, shared his experiences

		

with us in this lunchtime law talk.
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Photo: Professor Eoin O’Sullivan, Café Conversation

Photo: Dr. Padraic Kenna’s Café Conversation

SEMINARS
April
		

Policing Powers in Ireland
Garnet Orange, BL, delivered this talk to a full house in the new training rooms of the Community
Law Centre in Shangan.

		
July		
		Garda Powers
Rebecca Coen, BL, author of “Garda Powers: Law and Practice” gave a seminar giving an 		
overview of the extraordinary array of Garda powers, which include surveillance, forensic
samples, photographs and finger prints, stopping, searching, arresting, detaining and questioning
individuals, as well as searching homes and vehicles.
		
September
		Prison Law
		

Dr. Mary Rogan, BL, author of “Prison Law” gave a seminar giving an overview of prison law in 		

		Ireland.

COURSES
May
		Introduction to Family Law
		

Another four module course took place in BCLC.

July
		

Housing Law and Policy
This course with Padraic Kenna, NUIG went very well and concluded with the students from
Galway visiting Ballymun and being hosted for the day by a number of local organisations.

		
		Introduction to Family Law
This course for Poppintree Youth Group was also well attended with approx. 10 participants.
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August
		

Social Welfare Law

		

Professor Gerry Whyte of Trinity College Law School returned to give his annual Social Welfare 		

		

Law course which covered the social welfare code including: Jobseekers’ payments, Family 		

		

payments, Sickness and disability payments, Old age pensions, Means-testing and, Social welfare

		appeals.
December
		

Introduction to Family Law

		

For Ballygall Women’s Group, D11.

		

Mental Health Law in Ireland

		

Dr. Jennifer Brown delivered 8 sessions covering all aspects of mental health law in Ireland 		

		

including: Constitutional Rights; Irish constitutional rights to liberty, bodily integrity and 		

		

autonomy and their impact on mental health; European Convention; European Convention rights

		

to liberty, fair trial, prohibition of torture and privacy discussed in terms of mental health.

Photo: Dr. Padraic Kenna with University of
Galway Students on visit to Ballymun

In 2014, we hosted a Trinity College Law student on work experience through the Clinical Legal Education
Program. We received NUIG students on the fabulous annual visit of the Housing Law & Policy students to
Ballymun.
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Photo: Family Law class with Judge Furlong at the District Court, Dolphin House, Feb 2014

Trinity Comprehensive Law Club
Another vital element of our Legal Education Programme is the Law Club which has been running for a number of
years now in Trinity Comprehensive School.
In 2014, The Law Club was delivered to transition year students with approximately fifty students involved from
the two transition year classes. The classes took the four theoretical law classes which included An Introduction to
Law, Criminal Law, Equality Law and Constitutional Law. All lectures are delivered by experts in the relevant legal
area and are heavily supported by DCU’s Law School. In addition to the listed topics students were also given the
opportunity to request a talk on an area of legal interest to them. The students took this opportunity to participate
in talks on the historic origins on child law and an examination of its development to where it is at the present
time. This meant students tracked the evolution of child law from its inception, tackling matters of employment
and education to grappling with modern technical issues concerning surrogacy, foster care and cross country
adoption.
A visit to the four courts is also part of the Law Club programme. Having participated in the theory classes, the
students visited the Central Criminal Court In 2014. Both classes sat in on a number of cases, including one which
received a lot of media attention at the time concerning the vandalism of a Monet painting hung in the national
gallery of Ireland. The students were in attendance for closing arguments and continued to follow the case in the
media and read the sentence that was handed down which gave rise to a very interesting debate about sentencing
policy, among the students as preparation for the building of their own mock trial. BCLC was very grateful to
the barristers who travelled from the Central Criminal Court to Ballymun to assist students gain an increased
understanding of the criminal process. As part of the law club, six students also participated in pro-active work
experience in a number of solicitors’ offices around Dublin.
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Ballymun Community Law Festival 2014

The Community Law Festival took place from Monday 24th to Thursday 27th November 2014. The theme was
Housing and Homelessness. Each day there were Café Conversations held in Axis, along with confidential Legal
Advice Drop in Clinics, and engagement from local schools.
During the Ballymun Community law Festival BCLC hosted four lunchtime law talks on the theme of Housing law
and Homelessness. Professor Eoin O’Sullivan from TCD, Dr. Padraic Kenna from NUIG and Neil Vaughan Buckley
BL, each presented on various relevant aspects of the theme topic.
The local primary schools, Virgin Mary Boys and Girls presented their very different and brilliant contributions
to the Festival to an engaged crowd in the Axis Café on the Tuesday and Wednesday. Follow the links to see
contributions by VMB and VMG (electronic report only).

Virgin Mary Boys NS and Virgin Mary Girls NS
at Community Law Festival
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Mediation Services Programme 2014
In 2014 BCLC received a high number of community mediation and family mediation referrals throughout the
year. The mediation service continued to develop significantly over the year, from volunteer mediators progressing
through their training programmes, to young people learning new skills to help them deal with conflict in their
everyday lives.
Service Level Agreement Target

Service Level Agreement Actual Output

Community and Family Mediation 50 cases

47 cases

Learning and sharing peer support meetings x 4

4 meetings held with volunteers and trainers

Peer mediation in primary schools

Service delivered in five primary schools

Peer Mediation service in secondary schools

Service delivered in secondary schools to two transition
year classes

Community Mediation Service
The mediation service continued to build good

them to negotiate their own terms of agreement, while

relationships with stakeholders in the community in

addressing the needs and interests of all others

2014, receiving referrals from community Gardai,

involved. Separating couples are encouraged to co-

Dublin City Council, the HSE and local GPs. Referrals to

operate with each other in working out mutually

the community mediation service remained consistent

acceptable arrangements on all or any of the following:

during the year, with an increase in the inquiries from
Blanchardstown Garda Station which now covers Cabra

•

Parenting the children

and Finglas districts. The problems which clients sought

•

Financial support

assistance with included neighbourhood disputes,

•

Family home and property

inter-family disputes, landlord tenant disputes, disputes

•

Other problems related to the separation

between employers and employees and issues of a
restorative nature.

Most mediations end with a written agreement (which
is not legally binding). It sets out all the details of

The community mediation service recruited two

the couple’s agreement. The agreement can then be

new mediators during the year, both with extensive

taken to a solicitor to be drawn into a Legal Deed of

experience in delivering mediation in advance of joining

Separation and/or Decree of Divorce.

us. In addition to providing mediation both have
participated in supporting a Restorative Justice practice.

In some cases people withdraw from the mediation
process and this can happen for many reasons:

Family Mediation Service
•
The Family Mediation service takes place on Friday

If the mediators deem the case to be 			
unworkable having met with both parties;

mornings in the Law Centre in Shangan and often at

•

If there are criminal or other issues involved;

other times in the week when mediators are available.

•

Sometimes the people themselves refuse to 		

Many referrals for this service are generated from the
Family law advice and information clinic run by Frank

engage with the mediation process;
•

Parties agreeing to terminate the mediation 		

Murphy. The mediation appointment is two hours long

process before it progresses to full agreement 		

and this is followed by an hour of co-mediation support

because both sides have a greater 			

for our mediators. Couples attend family mediation

understanding of the other position 		

weekly, for six or seven appointments. Family

following the initial engagement 			

mediation facilitates couples who have decided to

with the mediators.

separate or who have already separated, and it helps
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In all withdrawals the feedback received by the service

Murphy who provided a professional service to clients

is the parties found the difficulties had de-escalated

and valued support to training mediators.

and tensions diffused following the intervention by
the mediators. Feedback from the parties is that they

We also recruited two new mediators to the team who

are usually pleased to have had the opportunity to

have completed the 32 hour family mediation training

tell their story in a calm, neutral setting. In other

and are a very welcome addition to the team. This

situations people find solutions early in the process

brings the current team to a total of seven mediation

as a result of being able to discuss the issues with a

volunteers.

professional mediator. Mediation empowers people to

Learning and Sharing Peer Support Group (LSPSG)

have confidence to tell their story and have their voices

Meetings.

heard in a dispute. The process enables people to delve
into and tease out difficult issues and allows them find

LSPSG group provides an opportunity for mediators to

their own solutions.

come together and share their mediation experience
while learning from each other. Four quarterly LSPSG

Mediation Volunteer Programme

meetings with the mediators facilitated by Liam
Nicholson took place during 2014 and were very well

There have been substantial achievements within

attended. The LSPSG meetings are reflective support

the volunteer mediation team during 2014. Three

meetings for the volunteer mediators to discuss

of the training family mediators graduated to case

issues that arise during mediation and to share their

management and are on track to achieve practitioner

experiences of what occurs during the mediation

status later with the Mediators Institute of Ireland

process. Mediators also take this opportunity to raise

(MII). One is preparing to apply to the MII for

questions about their practice and areas of interest,

practitioner status. One has applied for MII practitioner

share information and learning through review of

status and is awaiting the results. One volunteer was

books, seminars and training events and to receive an

successful in her application to MII for practitioner

up-date on the service and how it is progressing. It

status and another has joined the FMS team as a

also is an opportunity for reflective practice. The LSPGS

training mediator. Another is in the process of compiling

sessions provide ongoing professional development and

an application having achieved 100 hours of co-

accrue CPD points necessary for the mediators to be

mediation experience.

registered with the Mediators’ Institute of Ireland. In
2014, BCLC also hosted a seminar on the legal issues

Niamh Lehane moved on from BCLC as a mediator /

pertaining to the success of a mediated agreement

trainer and this role was taken up by Rachel Murphy.

within the current legal environment. The talk was very

Rachel is a mediator with the Family Mediation Service

well received as part of the LSPSG meetings here in

and has joined the mediation team as a practitioner

September and it has been agreed to pursue further

member and she brings additional expertise and

studies on this issue.

knowledge to our programme.
Peer Mediation Programme
Remaining newly trained family mediators received
support and supervision co-mediating with our

Our Peer Mediation Programme is a training programme

professional mediator Rachel Murphy who provided a

designed to help children and young people learn to

professional service to clients and valued support to

manage their relationships and deal with conflicts,

training mediators.

particularly through mediation skills training appropriate
to their ages. By providing them with skills, values and

BCLC also recruited two new mediators to the team who

attitudes that are relevant to their life experiences, it

have completed the 32 hour family mediation training

is hoped to lay the foundations for the development of

and are a very welcome addition to the team. This

critical life skills. Peer mediation is a holistic, integrated

brings the current team to a total of seven mediators.

community programme involving the schools, parents,

In 2014 we supported eight volunteer mediators

community gardai and educational support teams.

who had completed our substantive training in family

Peer mediation continues to thrive in five of the

mediation. They received support and supervision as

primary schools in Ballymun as well as in the Trinity

they co-mediated with our professional mediator Rachel

Comprehensive second level school. The Principles of all
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the schools have been very supportive in assisting their

and to advise on the training of both participating staff

teaching staff to engage in the delivery of the training

and students. Work will commence on this in January

programme along with the volunteer community

2015.

members including community Gardai, parents and
Mediation Training

youth care workers.

The Conflict Resolution and Mediation Skills Training
At primary level, once the training is delivered to the

Course ran successfully in 2014 with nine participants

fifth class students, they graduate the following year

attending, several of whom have indicated that they

to providing a mediation service to their peers in sixth

would like to join the BCLC mediation volunteer team.

class managing issues that are of a low level and not

PACE wish us to assist them in delivering conflict

requiring teaching staff intervention. The schools have

management training skills to their current attending

reported to us that all are running successful services at

group of offenders and ex-offenders. This is something

senior level. The numbers participating in the primary

the Law Centre hopes to do in 2015.

programme in 2014 was approximately 280 pupils from
both fifth and sixth classes. Some primary schools in

Restorative Justice

the community have undergone several changes in
personnel since the project was first introduced and

Possibilities for mediation and restorative practice with

this presented new challenges for the delivery of the

the Gardaí emerged in 2014 via the Policing Policy

programme. A discussion was entered into with most

Commitee. The Gardaí are interested in examining

principals and teachers involved in the programme

the value of restorative practice within the juvenile

and it was agreed to facilitate a conversation about

diversion service to youths and adults who have

additional supports that might need to be put in place.

become involved in a difficulty of a criminal nature.

Planning for this sharing of information session is

We await the findings of the policy committees

already underway.

recommendations with the hope of developing the
relationship with the Gardaí in 2015 .

At second level Trinity Comprehensive School continues
to support the training for its transition year students.

Mediation Award

There are approximately fifty students in transition
year doing the training and another fifty first years

In 2014 BCLC’s mediation service was delighted to

entered the school with the skills, having participated

receive the Mediation Institute of Irelands special

in the programme in their primary schools. The hope

achievement award for its contribution to Peer

for the training at T/Y level is that it will support senior

Mediation in primary and secondary schools in the

students to assist juniors entering the school at first

community of Ballymun.

year to manage better some of the difficulties they
might experience as new entrants to the school. Some

The peer programme is one that we in BCLC have been

students have shown an interest in becoming mediators

managing now with the support of community gardai,

for their school and supporting junior students with

teachers, social workers and community care workers

disputes and conflicts they may find themselves

for the past eight years and during that time it is

engaged in. It is intended that some of these students

estimated we have trained 1,100 children in the skill of

will become mentors to young students in the next

conflict resolution.

school year.
Many of these children have presented at second level
Margaret Aylward Community College contacted the

as young adults prepared to up-date their skills as

service during the fourth quarter of 2014 explaining

mediators with the view to assist younger students at

that 80% of their pupils are from Ballymun and that

their school to resolve conflict.

the majority of these students had attended primary
school in the Ballymun Community and had previously

It has always been rewarding to work in the schools

participated in the primary peer programme. They

with children, young adults and their teachers however

asked the Law Centre to participate in the writing of a

the programme has received very little recognition

mediation and restorative practice policy for the school

outside of Ballymun.
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In the past number of years the community sector has
been hit with financial cuts, staff cut backs and the loss
of valuable projects and services so to be able to write
or ring a Garda sergeant, school principle, teacher or
social care worker with good news is not to be under
valued.
So it was fantastic during the later part of 2014
to have occasion to explain to professionals in the
community who have volunteered their time and skills
to the programme that the MII had recognised and
valued the commitment shown to the young people
of this community and presented us with a special
achievement award.
This great news had the effect of lifting everyone’s
spirits for a programme that has always enjoyed the
full support and commitment from professionals in the
community who recognised an opportunity to improve
the skills of young people to manage conflict and
hopefully improve their range of choices as they mature
into adulthood.
BCLC are delighted to have received this award and
look forward to continued work and participation
in the lives of the children and young adults of this
community.
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Profile - Citizen Kane
Profile: Paul Kane, Ballymun Resident and Director of Ballymun Community Law Centre
Interview by Frank Murphy

Photo: Paul Kane with Mary Robinson on her visit to
Ballymun Community Law Centre in Shangan Flats

Printing may be the only thing in common between

Street with his Granny White until they got a house in

the infamous newspaper magnate and our own BCLC

Bluebell: ‘We went from poverty to what we thought

director, Paul John Kane, born in 1932 and raised on

was luxury.’

the banks of the Dodder at No.1 Roberts Cottages,
Milltown, but with a distinguished record of legendary

With the reading came the quest for knowledge, so at

service to his local community our Paul is truly the good

the age of 12 when his father introduced him to one

Citizen Kane.

of Collins 12 apostles Paul asked him if it had ever
bothered him, what he had done, to which the man

A pupil in the Sisters of Charity Covent School in

replied: “Big Mick said – Do it” so we did it.

Milltown, beside the old Rovers ground, Paul recalls how
the teacher on his first day held reluctant learners with

During the 1946 teachers strike, Paul left school and

a sweet on arrival, but Paul didn’t need enticements. He

commenced work at 9 shillings a week in Breens

was a reader from the age of three.

shoe shop in Camden Street. He joined the ETU, now
the EETU when he was employed by F.E. Smith in

Sadly, he was only 5 years old when his brother

Charlemont Place. He was earning £2 and 5 shillings a

drowned in the Dodder and his mother Caroline died

week by the time he decided to go across the water.

when he was 10, leaving his father, Christopher, chief
clerk in Piggotts of Grafton Street, alone with his three

‘Everybody was going to England,’ Paul says and it

young children.

wasn’t surprising because he started on £8 a week plus
overtime which would bring him to £12 in a factory in

The family moved into St. Ultan’s Flats in Charlemont

Walthamstow.
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Everything was still on the ration, sweets, meat and all

Aer Lingus brought him home to a completely changed

but he was well looked after by his landlady.

Dublin in 1969 and he came to stay with his brothers
family in Ballymun where he has been happy to live

His industrial relations techniques were brought into

ever since.

focus when a new employer didn’t give him his overtime
and he immediately went and made a complaint to the

He worked in a wholesale drapers which was closed

authorities and he got what he should have got in the

down by too many imports and his favourite job in Irish

first place.

Book Handling where he got to work with his beloved
books.

However he didn’t have the luck of the Irish with his
complaint to the Race Relations Board that his employer

Since becoming an unemployed OAP in 1998 Paul has

wouldn’t give him the day off to celebrate Patrick’s Day!

taken on more than ever to do starting with Ballymun
Mens Centre, BCON, Ballymun Oral History, North East

He became father of the SOGAT chapel in British

Education Forum, Men on the Go, Ballymun Human

Celilynd which was a closed shop printing works in

Rights Group, Ballymun Estate Pensioners Associations

Leyton. He even spent some time working on the high

and more, not to mention his radio career which is a

granite of the Daily Mirror before coming home.

whole new chapter altogether.

He says going to England opened his eyes everyday.

So it hardly surprising that when somebody asked

There were 9 million people from all over the world,

would he volunteer with BCLC he agreed even though

West Indians, Poles, Hungarians. The worst were from

he’d only been in court once when he travelled for an

Yorkshire : you just couldn’t understand them! You

employer’s debt case in Cavan and the debtor paid

got to know different people and all about them. Paul

up on the day. Of course he’s had his tour of the Four

recalls being invited to a Greek-Cypriot wedding and

Courts where he was amazed at the way counsel could

the guests pinning money on the bride.

come into the court room mid-hearing and actually take
part in the on-going case.

Reading continued as his passion in London. He was
in the library and the secondhand bookshops. He

Why does he do it? He enjoys it, it’s interesting, you’re

remembers R. v. Penguin Books, 1960 a.k.a. the Lady

dealing with people and there’s nothing as funny as

Chatterley trial and how nobody ever would admit to

people. On the comedy side he’s a fan of Brendan Grace

reading it though it sold millions. His 17s6d copy went

and Ken Dodd. As for people he’ll talk to them all and

all around the factory.

he delights in all the people he has met over the years.

Still it’s the westerns that are his absolute favourites:

He’s passionate about knowledge “from the day you’re

Edson, L’Amour, Johnstone, and he is a great fan of

born to the day you’re carried out in a box, it’s all up

Maurice Walsh and he’s just lent me his new copy of

here” he says as he points to his head “you have to find

Easter Widows, which he really enjoyed. He reads

some way of knowing”. Knowledge is everything.

anything and everything.
We are truly fortunate to have Citizen Kane’s knowledge
on the board of Ballymun Community Law Centre and
Paul is never short of a good story to inspire us.
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Financial Report
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2014

2014
€

2013
€

3,980
8,535
736
4,675
52,494
126,000

2,054
5,672
49,432
140,050

196,420

197,208

(178,247)

(203,088)

18,173

(5,880)

Income

Net Proceeds from Case
Courses & Training Fees
Grants
Mediation Services Fees
Law Society Funding
Ballymun Regeneration Ltd.

Operating Expenses
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT
31st DECEMBER 2014

2014

€

2013

€

€

€

Current Assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

7,306
279,172

9,464
263,064

286,478

272,528

(34,926)

(42,112)

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
Net Current Assets

251,552

230,416

251,552

230,416

(200,855)

(200,855)

Net Assets

50,679

29,561

Represented by:
Capital Fund
Income and Expenditure Account

50,679
-

33,507
(3,946)

50,679

29,561

Net Assets Less Current
Liabilities
Less: Development Reserve
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